Abstract. -When computing transients with the EMTF' (the Electro-Magnetic Transients Program) a single time step is selected for the trapezoidal integration all over the system. When this step is small because of the presence of a "fast" component, the simulation may be significantly slowed down. This paper presents a procedure by which the computations at selected fast buses can be performed with smaller time steps than at the rest of the system. The linkage of the variables at two different time steps is achieved in a simple way at the line-bus interface by a small addition to any existing implementation of an electro-magnetic transients program. Significant computational savings can be obtained without any loss of accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
The computation of electro-magnetic transients via the EMTP requires the selection of a step size H to be used for the entire system. More general purpose simulation programs (such as SPICE [l] and ECA [2]) use a variable steps size integration procedure to accommodate the need of simulating in detail short duration fast transients due to the presence of fast components in the system. The EMTP has no analogous capability for handling stiff systems, because of the serious difficulties that such an approach would involve, and it is not the purpose of this paper to address this problem. Quite often, however, a power system has both slow and fast components, meaning that larger or smaller integration steps are appropriate or required for their modeling. Therefore, with a single, global, small integration step, imposed by the fastest component, the simulation is excessively slowed down and becomes overly expensive. The purpose of this paper is to provide a remedy to this situation by permitting the use of two or several time steps, according to the nature (fast or slow) of the corresponding system components. Thus we will have dual or multiple time steps which remain constant, in contrast with the variable time step approach mentioned above.
Both transmission lines and buses (i.e., the components connected to buses) can be characterized as slow or fast. In the case of transmission lines which are represented with frequency dependent parameters the required time step is closely related to the length of the line expressed by the travel time z (at light velocity). Thus, for a 300 km line we have z = 1 ms. A paper recommended and approved represent the wave distorsion related to frequency dependence, a time step of 1/20 to 1/100 of z is adequate. This is related to the slope of the front of the incident wave resulting from a step or impulse input of the least attenuated line mode in a three phase line, excitations that contain even the highest frequencies. Accurate modeling of shorter lines will require smaller step sizes. The modeling of bus structures will result in very small steps (z = 0.1 p corresponds to 30 m). Lumped parameter components also have a wide range of time constants. The more detailed the model, the smaller are some of the resultant time constants. For example, in the case of transformer models with detailed representation of internal capacitances [3] , [4] and of eddy current effects in the iron and in the windings [SI, many time constants become much less than 0.1 ps. It is thus clear, that the computational efficiency can be significantly increased if the detailed simulation is confined to the fast buses only.
The idea of different time steps for different parts of a dynamic system appears to be attractive even for the general case when the system is modeled by state equations. It is however difficult in that case to characterize some components as being either slow or fast, since normally all dynamic modes, both slow and fast, are present in all state variables. Only in particular cases would the state variables of certain components contain exclusively, or dominantly, only slow or fast modes. If it happens, the terminal variables of a slow component (i.e., the input and output by which it is interfaced with a fast component) may still include fast dynamics. Because of this, no definite attempt has been made in this paper to generalize the dual step size approach (intended for the calculation of transients in systems containing transmission lines) to general dynamic systems or networks. We have, however, outlined the relevant ideas in the Appendix.
The remark made above regarding the existence of components that are clearly and definitely slow in comparison to individual components which include fast dynamics as well, is fundamental and applies also to power systems with transmission lines. If the lines are modeled as lossless, the fast transients (from "fast" buses) are transmitted to the other buses which, otherwise, would have been "slow" according to the dynamics of the local components alone. However, with frequency dependent modeling of the transmission lines -which, of course, is the only appropriate way to represent the physical reality -the fast transients remain practically localized at the fast buses (since they are strongly attenuated over relatively short distances of propagation). Therefore, the use of dual (or multiple) time steps requires, and is developed below in the assumption of, frequency dependent transmission line modeling.
THE DUAL TIME STEP METHODOLOGY

Review of EMTP Procedures
The approach of using two or more time steps for EMTP calculations requires the identification in the existing program of a convenient location where an interface module between a slow and fast component can be conveniently inserted. For this reason, it is 0885-8950/93$03.00 0 1992 IEEE convenient to review in very simple terms the way the calculation regarding the propagation of traveling waves and their interaction with components connected at terminal buses is performed in the E m . This will also permit us to introduce a few basic notations. Figure 1 shows the interface of a line with a bus. The following two equations apply: If we premultiply (1 ') by the characteristic admittance (matrix) Yc, we obtain i .
Equations (1) and (2) 
The conclusion for this short discussion is that, whenever 
This information has to be stored as it is the basis for determining the incident wave currents iinc;denr at the other end of the line, at some later time.
The conclusions of the above discussions are the following:
The input to the bus, i.e., to the Norton equivalent (3), is ijnc;denr. It is the output available from the transmission line and is processed together with the components connected to the bus.
The output from the bus and input to the line is ireperred of (7). Thus the interface variables between the line and the bus are iincidenr and irepected
(8)
Therefore, ifa dual time step interface is to be implemented between a line and a bus, the problem to be solved is how to reconcile the different sampling rates for the variables (8) at the line side and the bus side of the interface.
The interface variables (8) can be used irrespective of the type of modeling, whether it is frequency dependent or not (see the negative remarks regarding lossless modeling at the end of the Introduction) or whether modes or direct phase domain modeling is used. The only requirement is to insert in the existing program for calculation of transients an interface for time step conversion. Details of this procedure are given in the next section.
Two Time
Step Interface We shall denote the step size on the line side by H and on the bus side by h. We shall always assume that
where II is a positive integer, larger than unity, except in the trivial case (H = h) when there is no time step conversion. We shall examine below the c a e when H > h.
Interpolation for Input
The input i;ncide,,r to the Norton equivalent (3) is available from the line side of the interface only at time intervals H . Since it is an output from the slow part of the system, its variation over that time interval is very close to linear. Consequently, the values of ijncidenr to be used as inputs to the bus side of the interface are obtained by linear interpolation between two consecutive values of ijnc;dent from the line side.
2.2-2. Smoothing for Output
The output from the bus to the line is iregeefed. It is calculated within the line side step H in n (small) time intervals h. Since these results are produced by a "fast" components, irepe,red calculated at the bus side may be oscillatory. Then, the particular single value at the end of the step H , needed to be transmitted to the other end of the line, may be (and is in fact quite often, as the computational experience has shown) of an ill-defined (quasi- Since the lines in a system can be of very different lengths and since the shorter ones require smaller time steps for their modeling, it is conceivable that the selection of more than two time steps is useful for the system. Then, according to (1 l), the bus side time step can be at most equal to that of the shortest (i.e., having the smallest time step) connected line(s). In this way, buses and lines are associated to each other by having the same time constants and subsystems with distinct time constants are formed each with its own time constant. Figure 2 gives an example of a system with three time step related subdivisions: there exists a slow (S) and a "medium" (M) part and also a single bus that is fast (F), presumably because of a component modeled in great detail. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
The purpose of the simulations to be described is to validate the feasibility of using dual time steps and to demonstrate both its accuracy and the computational savings that can reasonably be expected. Implementation of the method in the E M " and its application to computations with complex, three phase components, such as advanced transformer models, is not within the scope of this study.
Validation With Small System
A small system consisting of three buses and three transmission lines (shown in Figure 3 ) was used as a first example for the validation of the methodology presented in this paper. It contains a "fast" load, a "slow" load, and a source. AU transmission lines should be considered "slow" (compared with the fast load) since their lengths are in the hundreds of kilometers. At r=O the system is energized by applying a voltage of 1 V (or 1 P.u.) at the source bus. The fast transients are excited by giving an initial charge to the capacitor of the fast load. (slow) when the transmission lines are modeled as lossless (ideal) . The integration time step used in the simulation was 0.1 ps for the entire system (standard procedure). From the figure we can see fast transient oscillations appearing at the slow bus at 0.6 ms (travel time from the fast bus to the slow bus) and at the fast bus at 1.0 ms (twice the travel time from the fast bus to the source bus). These high frequency oscillations should be viewed as nonphysical since in the more realistic condition of lossy transmission lines, to be shown next, they are damped out during their propagation (compare Figure 4a with Figure 5a) . With a larger integration step these non-physical oscillations are amplified. In conclusion, lossless line modeling in the presence of fast transients may be inappropriate even if a sufficiently small time step is used. Because of this, we examine the adequacy and merits of the dual time steps approach in the case of frequency dependent, lossy line modeling.
We have considered three methods when the transmission lines are modeled as frequency dependent, namely:
(1) Small, single time step for the entire system, h = 0.1 ps. This is the standard procedure in EMTP. Figure 5a shows the voltage at the fast bus. The cpu time on a MIPS-RISC 6280 computer is 9.73 seconds.
(2) Dual time steps, H = 10 ps for the slow part and h = 0.1 p for the fast part. The voltage at the fast bus for this case is shown in Figure 5b . CPU time 2.15 s. (3) Large single time step for the entice system, H = 10 ps. In Figure 5c we show the voltage at the fast bus. CPU time 0.14 s. Figure 6 we show the details, at a different scale, of the fast transient using methods 1 and 2. As we can see, the transient voltages obtained from both methods are indistinguishable. Figure 7 presents the voltages at the source and at the slow bu. using all three methods. As expected, method 3 gives good results at the slow bus since the integration step H is adequate for the slow part. Clearly, a necessary condition for obtaining good results is the frequency dependent modeling of the transmission lines.
In conclusion:
(a) Methods 1 and 2 give equally good results in both fast and slow buses. Method 2 is, however, more efficient than method 1. 
Evaluation of Efficiency and Accuracy
A bigger system consisting of 10 buses and 14 transmission lines was used for the evaluation of the efficiency and accuracy of the new method. In Figure 8 we show the topology of the system. Table 1 . Table 1 . CPU time for the simulation of the system of Figure 8 From the table we can see that the computer times differ by one order of magnitude in methods 1 and 2, and similarly, in methods 2 and 3. A simple explanation is that with method 3 we perform 150 basic calculations (for the 1.5 ms time interval) on 10 buses, giving a total of 1500 calculations. Method 2 includes 150 calculations on 9 buses and 15000 on one bus, which results in 16350 calculations (slightly above 10 times more). With method 1 we perform 15000 calculations on 10 buses, resulting in a total of 150000 calculations (100 times more than with method 3 and approximately 10 times more than with method 2).
The maximum difference (in the transient voltages) between methods 1 and 2 for the fast bus is less than 0.01%. For the slow buses the maximum differences are smaller than 1% and the average differences are less than 0.2%. Because of these remarkably small errors, two or three curves cannot be seen from the simulations of Figures 5,6 ,7 and 9. When comparing methods 1 and 3 we get for the slow buses maximum differences smaller than 5% and the average differences are less than 1%.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes a methodology for using two or more time steps in the trapezoidal integration for the calculation of transients in a program based on traveling waves, such as the EMTP.
It is shown that the dual time step interface can easily be implemented between a line and a bus by the simple approach of interpolating the incident wave and smoothing the reflected wave.
The domain of application is with lines modeled as frequency dependent.
The use of dual (or multiple) time steps can lead to very substantial computational savings, if applied to the right problem, without any loss of accuracy. It is believed that implementation in the EMTP would not be a difficult task.
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APPENDIX Dual
Step Size Trapezoidal Simulation in Lumped Parameter System As mentioned in the Introduction, it is generally not true that individual system components can be characterized in an absolute way as slow or fast. The eigenvectors associated with such modes give an indication of by how much these modes participate in each state variable. It is therefore crucial to the success of the dual time step integration method that there be some truly valid, perhaps physically based, reasons for considering a subsystem to be "slow". This requirement is even more imperative in the presence of nonlinear elements. Moreover, it is equally important that the terminal variables, which depend on both the slow and fast connected components, should also be smooth. In what follows, we adopt these assumptions of slow dynamic behavior for the slow subsystem and the interface variables. We describe them by the state equations x=A.x+Bu+Ee (-4-1)
64-2) Here, e denotes sources internal to the slow subsystem, while U (voltage) and y (current) are interface variables to the "fast" external subsystem to be connected to it. Both subsystems will end up being represented by their Norton equivalents. To obtain this for the slow subsystem, we discretize (A-1) using the trapezoidal rule starting from initial values marked by subscript 0. It yields
Based on the assumption of slowness we expect that all eigenvalues of AAT/2 are 4: 1, so that Therefore, (A-3) yields, neglecting terms in (At)*, We have thus obtained the linear equation (A-6), in the terminal variables y and U , which can be viewed as a Norton equivalent of the slow subsystem. Its parameters, however, G and Yhisr of (A-7) are not constant but linear functions of At (h <At <If). This means that we have a variable Norton equivalent which can be interfaced with the fast external subsystem as it evolves at small steps h withii the larger time step H of the slow subsystem. During its evolution we simply set in (A-7) At = kh, for the kth step in the fast subsystem.
BAt
The saving in the approach described above results from the fact that the state variables in the slow subsystem do not have to be updated for each of the many small steps h.
To illustrate the use of the dual step size method consider the circuit shown in Figure A-1 . We have performed simulations using three methods:
(1) Small step size for the entire circuit: h = 0.1 ps (standard procedure).
(2) Dual step size: H = 5 ys for the slow part and h = 0.1 ps for the fast part, ratio H/h = 50. (3) Large step size for the whole system: H = 5 ps. We strongly emphasize that the dual time step method described in this appendix is not applicable for a general lumped parameter network. Its applicability is restricted to circuits with virtually decoupled eigenvalues and slow changing interface variables. Our example meets both conditions: the eigenvalues are almost independent and the interface variables (voltage v and current i in Figure A-1 The discusser wish to compliment the authors for their very intcresting paper on using dual or multiple time steps for computation of electro-magnetic transients. The selection of the time step used in the computation of electo-magnetic transients usually is dependent on the slope of the applied waveform, the travel time of the shortest line stub or the highest frequency of the components in the system. For example, if the detailed section-to-section or turn-to-turn voltage gradients of a transformer operating in a substation experienced a incoming lightning surge or the lightning surge stresses across insulati.on paths of a tower being struck by lightning are expected to be calculated, the transfomer winding has to be devided into small sections and the tower has to be simulated by many short line stubs [l] 121. These sections or line stubs correspond to fast components which determine the size of the time step, and the rest of the lines or elements might be slow. If the method of multiple time steps presented in the paper can be used in the calculation it wil.1 lead to substantial computational saving.
There are a iew points the discusser would like to make clear.
Can we make following statments that the fast transient oscillations appearing at the fast bus and at the slow b u s in a lossless system theoretically exist; it is only in the sense that in reality transmission lines are lossy , s o , the oscillations at the slow bus and those at the fast bus reflected from the source bus should be viewed as non-physical; the multiple time steps methodology can not be used in the lossless systems ,since fast transient oscillations on the lossless lines will be distored by the I' smoothing 'I procedure? , It seems that Fig.3 and Fig. 4 College Station, Texas; We congratulate the authors for their interesting paper. The method presented is most useful when the study system contaias identifiable fast, medium and slow subsystems which are to be solved together to compute the system transients. In such cases, the conventional single time step solution for the whole study system will require the use of a small time step chosen in accordance with the fastest component in the system.
In the case of non-linear elements, a similar restriction on the time step is imposed to ensure that the so-called "knee points" on the piecewise linear characteristics are not crossed abruptly during the simulations. Can such non-linear elements be isolated and solved using a smaller time step than the one used in the rest of the system based on the prbposed method in the paper ? If so, would the interpolation and smoothing procedures described in sections 2.2.1. and 2.2.2 respectively still remain robust ?
The authors' comments on the above will be greatly appreciated.
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Adam Semlyen and Francisco de Le6n: We would like to express our appreciation to the discussers for their interest in our paper and for their remarks and questions.
We thank professor Huang for pointing out an error in Figure 3 shows that the-distance from bus 3 to bus 2 is 210 km. The statment in the paragraph below Fig. 3 ' I . . . . . . fast transient oscillations appearing at the does ders slow bus not that at coincide the 0.6 fast ms......" with transient Fig.3 . is not oscillations The correct discusser and appearing it consi-also 1v p---fkrj~w 2/ at slow bus 2 should not at 0.6 ms but at 1.1 ms ( the travel time from bus 3 via bus 1 to bus 2 is
The authors' comments to the above mentioned FAST -I Q n.n equal to 0.5 ms plus 0.6 ms)( see Fig. A ).
-SLOW points will be appreciated. Dr. Abur and Mr. Singh are right that the multiple time step methodology could advantageously be applied in the case of nonlinear components with sharp knee points due, perhaps, to the use of piecewise linear characteristics. Interpolorion is then still needed since its purpose is to obtain inputs to the fast bus at each small time step h. The purpose of smoorhing is to make sure that the outgoing wave from the fast bus does not include (the erratic information resulting from) the effect of the fast transient that may exist there at the end of the larger time step H when the information is needed at the other end of the line. Since this will not be the case if the bus with the nonlinear element has no fast dynamics, therefore, smoothing may not be needed for buses with only nonlinear elements.
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